It is 8:30 am on July 13, 2013 and we are loading out gear into our rental canoe. We flew out of the
Wasaya Terminal at Red Lake, Ontario’s airport at 5:30 am. After looking at different options to paddle a
canoe in Ontario’s Opasquia Provincial Park we contacted Big Hook Wilderness Camps and it was
obvious we had found what we needed. Every Saturday they change out the guests using their outpost
camps in Opasquia and we would use their well oiled shuttle system. They have two Nova Craft
Prospector 17 foot canoes and a Dagger Legend 15 (all royalex) at their Central Lake headquarters
located in Opasquia Provincial Park (OPP.) To get there we flew north 150 miles to Sandy Lake on a 9
passenger aircraft and then on to Central Lake in a Floatplane.

Wasaya Terminal at Red Lake, Ontario

1Central Lake dock

We left our planned route with Evie and paddled up a long arm leading west from near the outpost.
Numerous Bald Eagles were on the move around us. A few miles down the arm we pulled up on a flat
rock to boil up some coffee and have a snack. It also gave us a chance to contemplate what we were
getting into. Info on OPP is almost non-existent but the topo maps and satellite images show that there
should be a 5o mile-80k- loop that will bring us back into the top of Central Lake. Evie had mentioned
that the route was open some years ago. We have two weeks to check out the route and explore
innumerable passages that splinter off from it.

Several miles later we spot a fire ring and find that we can make a fine camp out of the spot. There were
no tent pads but the saw and my hand pruners were used to clear two nice pads. The passage we had
paddled had trees down to the shore so this outcrop would be the obvious camp for those coming in
later years. It was also where the passage widened and even had another lake adjoining to the north.
Evie had mentioned an old trail that connected to the route that we would return on in a few weeks.
There was supposed to be an old village along that trail and stopping early would allow us to do some
exploring.

Camp was set up and then we paddled to a nearby rapids and caught enough Walleye for our supper.
Our first fish fry was assured so we went in search of the trail with the old village. We found nothing
from paddling the shoreline so I walked into the woods far enough to get away from the thicker
vegetation near the water. By walking parallel to the shore I easily spotted the trail heading north. It had
not been used in a few years but was usable and easy to follow. Time was running out so we headed
back to camp with the idea that we could check it out from the other side in a few weeks.

We stuffed ourselves on Walleye, rice, vegetables, pan bread and pudding. It was after ten when with
light fading we headed to our tents. There had been some buzzing flies around during the day but
mosquitoes had been minimal all day. It was a surprise when a few minutes later they descended in
thick formation outside my tent. The weather was hot and looked good so I had the fly on my Exped
Aires tent rolled up for better ventilation. Craig had left his fly off also. We were snug and smug in our
screened enclosures until about daybreak when it started to rain. In the few minutes it took to secure
our tents against the rain we may have given a pint of blood each to the swarms. Fortunately we never
encountered mosquitoes like that again on the trip. We slept until 7:30 when the rains had moved off
and the sun came out.

Tentative plans had been to have a quick cup of coffee and an early start. Reality was a full breakfast
and a 10:00 am push off. Our first portage of the trip was nearby to get around the rapids we had fished

yesterday. Big Hook Camps keep it open so their guests on Central Lake can access the boat and motor
on the next lake. Part way down that next lake we turned south and entered a 100 meter wide channel
that would take us all the way to South Lake. We knew that two rapids would block the way and had no
idea what we would find in the way of portages. As we approached the first one we noted a possible
camp spot on river left. We were going upstream so it was on our right. We found a good portage on
river right and spent a little time to brush it back. That is after Craig caught a few fish and put his pole
away. The next portage was on river left and only needed brushing back. As would be the case for the
rest of the trip neither was flagged or blazed by previous users.

We had flown up from Red Lake with the fishermen who were spending the week at Big Hook’s South
Lake cabin. They had invited us to stop in so we paddled over a few miles to have a beer with them.
They were all out fishing so after fixing a late lunch on their dock we headed out to find our next
portage. It and the one after were the ones that I was the most concerned about. Because they were
important connections on obvious old canoe routes I figured we would find something. We found a trail
on the NW corner of the bay but it had some blowdown years ago and seemed to peter out. We literally
searched high and low for a trail but found nothing obvious. We ended up trimming a route along the
base of a ridge that rose sharply from the low ground. Flagging tape was added and we called it good
enough.
We were now in a pickle. It was 6:30 and we were on an extremely shallow lake in low country. There
were bugs around and the memory of last night’s hoards of bloodsuckers was on our minds. We found a
portage leaving the shallow lake but opted to retreat to a small opening on a point we had passed.
Expecting a buggy night we got our tents up and had a quick supper. It was a pleasant evening and I was
able to think back over our day. The terrain varied a lot but we only spotted the one obvious campsite
near the second rapids north of South Lake. That campsite had a great view of the wide rapids which we
noted was completely clear of dead trees and other brushy obstructions. This was a trend that we found
to be the rule in OPP. The good deep soils kept the trees in their places.
The next morning before fixing breakfast I did another search for a portage we must have missed
coming in to the shallow lake from South Lake. The portage leaving here is so good that there must be a
better way in. I did find what was an old portage on the opposite side of the low land that the

connecting creek flowed through. It was evident that there had been a fire in the last 20 years and then
all the timber came down and blocked the trail with waist high criss-crossed tree trunks. I then followed
along the stream bank and found that although soft and low a person could easily portage through. This
walk can be done on the south side of the tiny stream. Our clipped path on the north edge of the
lowland would still be best to use.
We spent several hours cleaning up the portage leading west from the shallow lake. It is a level and dry
route but was in dire need of brushing back and getting rid of some Jack Pine that obscured the path in
some places. The first breezy point after the portage was used for a late pancake breakfast. It could be
used as a camp as I found some spots that could be cleared for tent pads up a slight incline. Within a
kilometer of our breakfast stop we passed a channel that leads down to Big Hook’s South West Outpost
Camp. I had no intention of spoiling their solitude but hoped to explore some of the miles of water north
of the cabin location. It may also be an important link for another loop in the park. We found a good
spot to make a campsite about a mile past the channel so we could make a day trip down there
tomorrow. Rain is expected so the tarp went up and provided a nice sun shade on a hot afternoon.
Some Walleye were caught from the campsite for supper and time was spent enjoying our surroundings.
A multi-colored sunset graced the horizon at the close of a humid evening. When the mosquitoes
started moving in I headed to my tent. Distant thunder signaled a weather change but the storm moved
through quickly and I slept soundly until morning.

The day started bright and blue but soon ominous clouds were streaking overhead. The weather had
settled by the time we finished our oatmeal. We packed for a daytrip and headed for the channel to SW
Lake. A short carry around a chute and we quickly neared the rapids on the maps. We checked for a
portage on river left but found no hint. A monsoon nailed us as we returned to the canoe at the base of
the rapids. It had passed by the time we got back but we were chilled. A pot of coffee and bean wraps
took care of that quickly. A walk up on river right revealed a machete cut trail. With some cutting you
could squeeze a canoe through but it would take some work. I will save that for 2014 when I plan on
completing that connection south and then west to the main river. We were tempted to run the chute
on the way back but found enough excuses not to. A good future campsite on a point where the channel
entered our main route was checked out and logged into the GPS. Surprisingly there was a boat with
fishermen in it when we backed our canoe back into the water. We chatted and found that they had
walked the portage from West Lake to access a boat and motor on this side. Now we knew the next
portage was going to be easy and open. We fought heavy headwinds to get back to camp but they got
even worse after we got back to camp. The Walleye were already on the stringer so all we had to do was
fill out the rest of the menu.

Our fourth day had an early start because we wanted to get across some larger pieces of water on West
Lake before any winds could come up. Before the portage into West Lake the topography changed
considerably. Up until then all the forests seemed dense and came down to the waters edge. Suddenly

we noted bluffs of barren rock and more Jack Pine. Aspen, spruce and birch was what we had been
seeing everywhere. The beavers had been keeping the birch to a young age class but towering aspen
were abundant. We were entering an area that was more typical of the shield country. I prefer this type
of country like they have in Woodland Caribou PP and the early morning sun attributes made for an
enchanting paddle. Once on West Lake we could see Big Hook’s Outpost camp but selected a route to
avoid going by it. The wind threat was now behind us so we stopped on a large rock slab and fixed our
breakfast.
As we approached the rapids we spotted the portage a distance away from the river’s exit. It was right
where it was noted on Big Hook’s online map of the West Lake cabin area. We had to cut some logs to
get through and by using the hand pruners on my return trips for gear we had the trail in good shape
when we finished. As was always the case in OPP the trail was not blazed or flagged but still very easy to
follow. We put back into the water and paddled to the next rapids a short distance away. The portage
trail actually went all the way through to the bottom of the second rapids. At one time there may have
been a boat cached at the end so the one long portage was the way to get to it. We looked back
upstream at the base of the first rapids and saw nothing dangerous but not any way to come down at
the water levels of July 2013. I would read later that the area waters were at near record low water
levels. The second set of rapids seemed to offer no option but to portage around it. Both these portages
were on river right and easy to follow once we spent some time brushing them back.

2Rapids exiting West Lake

We then paddled up to where our main route turned east and back toward Central Lake. We have
plenty of days to spare so we headed west instead. My notes listed a possible campsite so we searched
it out. We found the probable spot and could see that with some work it would make a great permanent
camp site. It was on a point with good breeze potential, had a nice view and a lot of barren rock for ease
of camping. We needed to prepare some tent pads but we may be able to use them when we come
back by on our return so the effort was well worth it. A tarp site was prepared too but we did not need
to set it up. Craig was catching fish from shore but they were all Northerns. He has been spoiled with all
the Walleyes and soon put his pole away. Our plan is to explore the miles and miles of long passages
that eventually will lead us to Cocos Lake. Big Hook also has an outpost cabin there. From Cocos we
hope to head north to Joint Lake and find out if there are open portages that will allow travel from
Island Lake in Manitoba. A real bonus would be to find portages from Joint to Mossberry and over to the
large areas of East Lake. If that is possible it would provide another large optional loop for future
paddlers.
We rose at first light and were on the water before six. A light wind was already blowing and the daily
pattern had been for the winds to really increase in the early afternoon. We stopped a ways down the
channel at a boat cache to check it out. The route turned north and we shot down a minor chute. The
country became flatter and lower for a few miles but then returned to the exposed shield country.
Frequent rests were taken to stretch and each time Craig would do a little fishing. Almost every time he
caught some Walleye with a few Northern mixed in. Around 9:00 we pulled into one of the many
possible camp spots for breakfast. The first few days the trees came down to the water but now there
are big rock slabs everywhere. Later we came to a rapids with a powerful chute and used a short
portage on river right. There was a boat with fishermen on the opposite side and we were surprised
when the boat was aimed for the chute and up they fought, eventually getting all the way to the top.
Nothing went “clunk” and away they went. Strong headwinds stopped us about 1:00 so we pulled over
to a spot that could be used for a campsite. I boiled up some coffee on fire while Craig put a Walleye on
the stringer. The skies were saying rain so a place was prepped for the tarp. The weather change caused
a reversal of the wind direction and we decided to make a run for some possible campsites closer to
Cocos Lake. The miles slid by easily and we selected a spot of open rock and good trees to hold the tarp.
The last tarp cord was being tied when the rain started. It never rained hard but continued into the
night. Craig’s wife had fixed up some special meals for us and I prepared one for a great feast. We had
green beans, stuffing and mashed potatoes. This was hydrating in a “cozy” while I made gravy in the fry
pan and added two packets of Tyson Chicken. Our plates were overflowing but we had paddled 14 miles
with a lot of headwinds so it was easily consumed and then the evening topped off with a pudding
dessert.

3River right channel, could use for upstream travel

The map shows two channels going into Cocos Lake but we did not know which would have a portage.
We had gone to bed already when the chute running fishermen returned. I looked out to see which they
headed towards. I was surprised when they neared our camp and made a sharp turn and headed down
a broad chute to Cocos Lake. The next morning we investigated and found the other channel to be dry
rocks but it could be use for portaging upstream if the chute could not be paddled. We went back over
to the chute on river left and easily went down it. A boat approached and stopped to chat. A father and
sons were heading up the chute to fish all those miles of waterway we had paddled the day before. In
the conversation he asked if we were paddling the “circle.” He could not tell us what the ”circle” was but
had heard it was possible to connect back and complete a circle. I filed that tidbit of information in
memory to be pondered later. I knew the Joint to Mossberry connection was a long shot so this really
piqued my interest.

4Chute entering Cocos Lake on river left

As we headed north we had to cross two large basins of Cocos Lake. The waves were manageable but
then rain squalls started arriving. We pulled up to a small island to put on our rain gear. A tarp was
pulled over our heads as we waited out another squall. It was cool and the rain and wind cooled us even
more. When we finally got into a narrow channel heading towards Joint Lake the gale was in our faces
and made for grueling headway. My maps showed a jog in the channel about a half mile ahead and we
headed toward the protection it would give us. Many maps had been studied and information combined
but I had failed to note the large rapids we found in the jog when we arrived. A quick search on river
right showed some indistinct walkways in the young trees so we headed to the shelter of the other side.
There we found the trail on river left and decided to stop for lunch. Sunny periods interrupted by rain
squalls prompted us to rig the tarp for more comfort. As we stalled leaving out protective oasis I had a
chance to study the topo maps in search of clues about a possible connection back to yesterday’s route.

There was a possible 300 meter link about 3 miles east on a side arm of Joint Lake just past the bottom
of the rapids. When we finally took our gear across the portage we found it very challenging to safely
launch into the water. The waves would be too high out on the open portion of Joint Lake anyway so we
went to see what that 300 meter shortcut looked like.
The land all the way to the possible connection had burned about 20 years ago and seemed uninviting
and offered no camping sites. As we approached our goal I was pleased to see towering Aspen trees in
the area we would need to walk. We pulled up in the tip of an inlet and could see an open portage
heading into the trees. Rains continued to pass by so we put the tarp up over the trail. After a snack we
took the saws and cleared what few trees and brush had to be moved. Now we had to ponder our next
move. It had been a cold and hard day so it was easy to take the option of using our newly found bonus
portage to complete the “circle.” We were confident that portages were already cut leading the rest of
the way out to Island Lake in Manitoba. We would learn later that there may be a long portage on the
north end of Joint Lake that allows avoiding the river loop to the north and its rapids as it flows out to
Island Lake. If we have time we can still explore the Mossberry to Joint connection from the NW end of
East Lake when we get there in a few days.
Three miles later as we neared completing the ”circle” we found the camp used by the only other group
we had any trip notes from. Craig was especially happy, tent pads were all ready for us to use. Plentiful
Birch bark and driftwood debarked by beavers allowed us to easily build a warming fire. We were wet

and the 60 degree air was taking its toll. With the fire going I made up a large pot of hot Crystal Lite. We
would do this a few more times on the journey. It really hit the spot on a chilly day. Hydrated hamburger
was added to a pot of Bear Creek Gumbo mix to warm us even more.

The morning arrived with clear and calm conditions. It did not take long and we were retracing our path
and heading back to our original main trip loop. The short portage went fast since we had cleaned it on
the way through. It was a real strain but we were able to paddle up the chute we had slipped down on
the way in. On river left the terrain would allow a portage. During a long lunch I poured over the maps.
The numerous passageways were still mind boggling but making more sense as the days passed.
Navigation has been easy only because I have the route outlined on my GPS. That prevents me from
heading up the wrong passage. We are traveling in a virtual maze and most times there is only one way
through but many miles to paddle for the inquisitive. An afternoon tailwind pushed us along our way as
we looked for a campsite. There was nothing that really stood out to us so we kept cruising along. We
entered an area of burn and it went on for miles. All the other burns we had seen were very small.
It was into the evening when we came to the one rapids in this whole stretch. I looked for a place to
camp that was not charred and Craig went fishing at the base of the rapids. His fishing was much more
successful than my search for tent pads. We finally opted to camp on some small green patches at the
start of the scorched portage trail. The campsite was ugly but made up for by the beauty of the rapids

chain. We enjoyed our fish fry in the camp but took our dessert over to the rapids. It is an especially nice
rapids and my plan was to return for a little private Sunday morning sunrise service.

In the morning after we had carried most of our gear over the 380 meter portage (the longest of the
entire trip) we took the cook pail over to the rapids to fix our breakfast. The swirling mist that had
graced my sunrise was gone but in any light or condition it is a special place. It looks like with very little
work a five star camp could be fashioned near the rapids on river left. It is burned and trees will fall but
it has deep soil and lots of potential.
After an hours paddle we turned north and headed to the upper reaches of East Lake. A light breeze
came and went as we paddled it miles of 100 to 800 meter wide passages. We got out to stretch but still
reached its upper end by 4:00 pm. We started the day with its only portage and then cruised for an easy
17 miles. East Lake is shallower than most of the waters we have been on in OPP. In some places it was
only a few feet deep but in others my yak paddle would not reach the bottom. A moose and calf had
crossed the water in front of us, the first of the trip. Big game sign has been very sparse, only a few piles
of scattered moose droppings and the occasional track on a portage.
We chose to camp on a point with a very unique shoreline. Water levels are low but it was possible to
walk a “sidewalk” of rock shelf for a half mile. Our wrap-around view looks out on a multitude of islands.
A light rain ticked on the tent fly when I awoke Monday morning. It was a good reason to roll over and
sleep some more. At seven I finally got up and went out to make the coffee. Craig had been eying the
coffee pot from his tent. It was still sitting where I had placed it the evening before after filling it with
water so he dozed on. When it was gone he was able to rouse himself and greet the day. A breeze
turned into a rain laden wind so we placed the canoe as a windbreak at the edge of the tarp. We had
pancakes for breakfast and our usual ration was two for him and three for me. As I cooked the last one I

could see that he had taken a special interest in it. An offer to split it got an affirmative nod. By now rain
was blowing in again so we lashed another small tarp up and secured it to the canoe to improve our lot.
It was time to change views anyway so we turned around and looked out the other way. We spent a lazy
morning under the tarp as the weather was not changing for the better. In the afternoon I retreated to
the tent to catch up on the journal and study maps. Somewhere in there some napping took place too.
We enjoyed another of Joan’s special meals that evening. Beef strips and pea pods had been hydrating
all day and sure tasted good after a wet day.

My tent was back in the darkened timber and I slept late. Craig had the coffee finished when I finally
crawled out of my cozy bag. I took advantage of my satellite phone and called my wife for the latest
weather forecast. It was a long way back across East Lake and we had a west wind to push us along. Her
forecast was for the wind to switch directions tomorrow so we decided to use the morning to look for
portages to Mossberry Lake but return to camp for lunch, pack up and head east. Two miles of paddling
put us on a small stream to the next small lake on the way to Mossberry. It was a short connecting
channel and when it got too shallow a sandy bottom allowed good walking. On the other side of this
small lake we entered another stream that arced a half mile to the last small lake to Mossberry.
Evidence of travel like cut logs had me stomping up the mucky and rocky stream. Craig wandered inland
and called out that he had found the portage. We recorded the kilometer long trail in the GPS and Craig
sent a spot message home from an open area of the trail. His wife was able to spot the trail we were
standing on in the satellite image. This needs more study as the images seem to show good water on
the last half of the stream. Confident that this seems to say there will be a trail from Mossberry to Joint
Lake we headed back for our appointment with a tailwind.
We did not leave camp until nearly 3:00 but the miles slid by so effortlessly that we were most of the
way across East Lake when an approaching storm cell forced us to shelter on an island. Again the tarp

was still being tied when the rain hit. It did not last long and by the time we had enjoyed some hot
coffee and the Oreo Pudding I had stashed in my kitchen bucket Craig was fishing. East Lake may be
shallow but he was still catching Walleye. Our previous trippers had camped at a site four miles from our
shelter island and we decided to head for their old camp. This would have us past any large water
crossings in tomorrow’s travel. The wind had died so we paddled through glass smooth waters of the
scenic passageways. When we neared our hoped for campsite we could see that it had burned last year.
We paddled on and the burn continued. At 7:30 we landed on some open rock and searched the woods
for possible tent pads. It was a mess in there but eventually we found just enough room to carve out
two pads. We had spent the morning exploring but still managed to paddle 20 miles. Craig proposed
skipping supper and going to bed. I said”not me” and started the tuna helper, fry bread and pudding.
Craig started catching Walleye and putting them on a stringer for breakfast. The fishing must have
revived him because the pots were all emptied.

We awoke to a light drizzle and rigged a tarp to prepare our breakfast. The rain stopped about the time
we were satisfied with our tarp rigging. We were rather proud of our creation and straightened and
lined up the packs to best show off all of Dan Cooke’s line of goods. We are certainly big fans of Cooke
Custom Sewing and its sturdy tarps and packs. One more Walleye was added to the stringer while the
coffee water came to a boil and the hash browns soaked. The waters will narrow for the rest of our trip
so we took our time paddling through the last of the passages of East Lake. Each end of East Lake
seemed more scenic that the shallower and grassier middle region. The narrow waters we paddled into
could not compete with the beauty of East Lake’s long passages.
A few miles up the slow moving channel we landed at the base of the third rapids north of Central Lake.
With the low water flow of this dry season it was still an impressive scene. When I looked up from tying
the canoe Craig was already bringing in a Walleye. He then caught and released about 10 in 15 minutes.

They were all too big to be the best eating anyway. Without consultation Craig and I knew we were
camping here. A nice portage leaves from our camp site and will allow us to stay here two nights and
still do a day trip to explore the trail and old village mentioned on our first day. A lazy afternoon slipped
away with a late lunch finally cooked about 2:30. Time was spent sitting out by the rapids and retreating
to the tarp every time a shower passed over. In the evening we took a few minutes to prune back the
portage. All the portages we have found have been extra wide. We have come across two broken down
snowmobiles and evidence that boats are pulled across with the aid of some logs laid down in the rough
spots. We have seen no other people but some of their shelters and boats. In other seasons you would
probably come across more of the hunters and fishermen who use this land for their livelihood.

The air has cooled since we first arrived in OPP. We had some hot days but overall it has been moderate
to cool. I found out later that the week after we left was in the low 50s. Early in the trip night time
temps were of no consequence but the last few nights I have worn long johns to bed and slipped on a
toque before morning. I still can’t get over the size and height of the Aspen trees. There are trees near
the rapids that are 15 to 24 inches in diameter. Bird life is more apparent here than in WCPP. This has to
be because of the diversity of vegetation. We have seen two cow moose with calves but no Black Bear
and very little sign of them. No wolf dropping have been spotted so far.
Thursday morning arrived on the very cool side. Three layers felt really good as I started the coffee. We
took the canoe across the portage and headed upstream until we entered a shallow lily pad filled
channel. That channel led us to a medium sized lake that could be accessed via the trail we found the
first afternoon. We cut through the woods and picked up the trail and followed it out to the south. We
then took the trail all the way out to the medium sized lake. 100 meters before getting to the lake we
came across the old village. It was not all that old. Snowmobile parts were very common in the area.
Most of the log structures must have relied on tarps for roofs. One cabin had seen use in recent years

and belongings were kept there like they planned to return. The trail that passes through the area and
provides a short loop back to Central Lake could easily be used for portaging.
We fought brisk winds all the way back to camp. I put in a request for one last Walleye supper and Craig
started working on procuring the main entrée. He had been releasing fish in the morning but now he
informs me that they are not hitting!! One hour later: False Alarm, it seems Craig was losing so much
tackle to the rapids and rocks that he had resorted to using all the lures he had been accumulating over
the years. What happened was he had finally found something that the Walleye would not pounce on.
The fishing success story is intact. We planned on enjoying a few Walleye and then gorging on a Jell-O
No Bake Cherry Cheesecake. Since we fried up pan bread and ate a few more fillets than we planned on
the cheesecake has to wait for a celebration after we get back to Big Hook’s Central Lake camp
tomorrow.
Our last morning in the bush was probably our coldest. It certainly had every mosquito in hiding. We
plan to be back at Big Hook’s outpost around 1:00 pm. We do not know when we will fly out on Saturday
morning so we need to spend the night there to be ready in case it is a really early flight. I also want to
have time to ask some questions about things and discuss future canoeing in Opasquia. The promise of a
cold beer and a hot shower and sauna are also on our minds. Even with those thoughts we lingered over
our morning coffee while enjoying the rapids for a little while longer. We finally forced ourselves to get
moving. The first of the two portages we would cross this morning needed the most work of any on the
entire trip. Some sizable logs had to be cut and in places the trail was obscured by brush. After all that
work our breakfast was enjoyed on an open rock area near shallow chute. We needed to get out and
pull the canoe up to calm water at the chute. At our last portage Big Hook has a boat cached at the
bottom of the rapids so they had the portage in good condition. We entered into the scenic passages of
Central Lake and later turned a corner and enjoyed a stiff tailwind as we headed toward cold beverages
and a hot shower. We had hardly landed at the dock when Evie came down to the dock with glasses of
lemonade with ice cubes bobbing. Their great hospitality continued until we flew out before sunrise the
next morning.

